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1.Introductign.

In a previous paper [ ] we suggested that an alternative to the

EdgewQrth apprQximatiQn fQr the distributiQn of a general econQmetric

estimator of a linear model with nQrmally distributed errors might be used

which derives from the Imhof method of calculating the distribution of the

first order expansion of the estimator as a functiQn of the sample data

second moments . In the notation of the previous article suppose that 1. the

econQmetric estimator, can be written

1 = e<p),

where p =~ - ~~ • and m2 is a vector of sample data second moments,

and }J.:;;: =E <~) I and where e <.) is a scalar function which has continuous

first derivatives at the origin and e<O) = O.

The simple Imhof approximation is then obtained by considering the

distribution of 1* = e.:,'p, where

Since p is a quadratic functiQn of the original datet,and e.:, is a

constant vector, ;* is a scalar quadratic in a set of normally distributed

variables. The distribution of 1. can then be calculated using the Imhof

algorithm. If F. is the cumulative distribution function of ;. then we

cQnsider apprOXimations of the form P.<y<r», where y<r) is an increasing

function Qf r. More exactly since; and 1* are bQth stochastically of order

T-~. where T is the sample size, we consider



< 2)

and where for finite r , y <r)- r = 0 (T,·Ht).

If we take the Taylor series expansion of v<r) at the origin so that

its first three derivatives have values which make the first four moments

equal to the corresponding moments of the exact distribution to 0<1/T) then

both the exact and the approximating distribution will differ from the

second order Edgeworth approximating distribution by o<l/T). It then

follows that for finite r the Imhof approximation has errors of order

o(l/T), and so is a second order approximation.

The argument is similar to that of our previous paper where a similar

first order approximation was used. The new approximation can be expected

to be of similar accuracy to the second order Edgeworth expansion at least

for large T, and can be expected to be better in some models, particularly

those where 11 has a far from normal distribution and e<p) is well

approximated by a linear function of p near the origin.

2.General Theory.

Suppose as in the last section that we wish to approximate Pr(THl;, r)

by F <h. (rltr» , where

and 0' is the asymptotic standard deviation defined by 0'2 = Vi,l eJ. e.t,

where the notation is similar to that of [ ], 'f..b .. ,d representing the

cumu1ant,defined as the derivative of the cumulant generating function

differentiated at the origin with respect to ]Jo,po, ... ,/kt and rescaled by an

appropriate power of T so as to be 0 <1 ), and e..t:., .•d representing the

derivative of e(p) at the origin with r~ect to the same set of variables.
/\.

It is possible to approximate F(x) by its second order Edgeworth expansion

with errors of o(T-I), so that, defining x = riO', we can write

F(x) = I< '¥ (x) ) + O(T-I),
,
\~
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where IU is the cumulative distribution function for the N(O,1)

normally distributed variable, and

'¥(x) = x +( lo + '¥2 rH-'M> +x( II + hr)T-',

and so we can write the Imhof second order approximation as

(l) F (hf (x») = I <l (hf (x») + 0 (T"I) •

Expanding the two cubic functions appropriately

(2) l (h. (x» = h(x) + o(T-l) I

where we can write

h(x) = x + (ha + x(h,

If we choose ht (x) so that I (h (x»· is the second order Edgeworth
-1'1/1 1

approximation to the distribution function of r l which has errors of order

o(T-~), then from (1) and (2) the second order Imhof approximation has

errors of the same order.

+a<T..·· I ), so that,

(3) h.", = h.:.' +lo,

(3) 1b: = 1b:' +l2,

(3) h, = b,' +l, + 2"t:z11o',

(3) h:.. = lb- +l:!l + 2bla*.

Then for given h~. and "t;l, we can solve for the h t ' the equations

(4) bot = 110 -lot

(4) h;;:. = hz. -'¥2,

(4) hI' = h, -'I, - 2b<ho -'¥o) ,

(4) h::=,' = lb -l:" - 2h(la -l.,) ,

In the appendix we have extended the ideas of [ ] to allow E(p) to be

nonzero but of 0(1/T). The required hi are defined in terms of the
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cumulants of the p and the derivatives of e(p) using the intermediate ~r
.-/

parameters defined in the Appendix as follows:- (x", = ">:tei, (Xl = W.ikm ej6.,Eln ,

=81+82,where in these definitions the repeated suffix summation convention

is used.

Then

h:;,: =- (cc 1 + 3C(3) 16,,'" ,

Since ~. is a linear approximation to I, it has the same first

derivatives with respect to p at the origin, but all the higher order

derivatives are zero so that in calculating the 'ti we put e..t:.=e...bc =0. This

makes cc". =CC4 =CCIl; = CCIS =CC'7 =CCe =OC9 =OCl Cl =82 =0 I and so

'¥:2 =-(X 'I 160'~'i.J I

So, from equations (4),
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Note that these coefficients do not depend on (X2, and so do not depend

on the fourth cumulants, but that they do depend on the third cumulants

through (X,s and Ci:l o. Note also that if e"'b and e,,,I:)C are all small then all

the hi. are proportionally small.

3. Models tg b Simulated.

e

1
Appendix A, e

the

I

In [ it~s assumed that the vector p had the property E(p)=O, and

function g(p) had the property g(O)=O. This had the advantage of

leading to somewhat simpler formulae and was justified by noting that the

first property could be ensured by merely changing the origin of p, and the

second property by a trivial change in the definition of g. However the

previous argumments are not perfect if E(p) is O(l/T). when the alternative

treatment of this AppendiX is considerably simpler to use. At the same time

it was pointed out in

particular case where

] that ~ might depend upon T, and in the

then again a more useful form of approximation can be developed. Similar

formulae have already been given in [ J for the X:i: approximation. It is

assumed throughout this paper that the function g(p) does not vary with T.
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Suppose that E(p) = p..:'/T, and define pf = P -pa.!T, so that pf has

E(pf)=O, and then define gf(pf) = g(p) -g(po/T). Then the theorem of [ ]
rr

can be applied to pf and gf (p.). Define ex"" = Tg (p~, and then

Pr( T~g <r) = Pr( T~gf < r - T-~exo )

(Al)
.£,

= H (r -T--l'~exo )/0' + ho/T& + hlr/TO' + hz(r -T·-I'~exo)2/T~0'2

independent of T and 1f!j is 0(1). then

O':~ = eft 11,1 el,l, where et:l. is the first derivative

+ T--l

=

from which it follows that

Then 0'2 = 0'02 + 8/T + 0 (lIT),

and

Then substituting in (Al) ,

where

and ,as in [ ],

h:l: = - (ex 1 +3ex:;. ) 160'.:>-:.;t, and


